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       Rocket City Math League              2008-2009 

                                Explorer Test                      Round 2 
 

Answers must be written inside the adjacent answer boxes.  All answers must be written in exact, reduced, simplified, and rationalized form.  All 

decimals and mixed numbers must be written as improper fractions unless otherwise specified. �o calculators, books, or other aides may be used.  

You will be allowed 45 minutes to complete the test. 

1. The floating stadium has 5101.4 ×  seats. If 4108.9 × spectators are already seated in the seats, then how many seats 

are left for Sanders Rex to choose from? Assume Sanders Rex can choose from any of the open seats. Do not write 

your answer in scientific notation.                                                                                                                     (1 point) 

 

 

2.  The numbers of players on teams Aicam, Spahrep, and Athas form a ratio of 6:3:1 respectively.  If there are 12 

players on Team Spahrep, then how many total players do teams Aicam and Athas have?                            (1 point) 

 

 

3.  The ages of the seven referees for the 2074 Intergalactic Space Olympics are 16, 24, 24, 41 76, 84, and 

92. What is the sum of the mean, median, and mode of this set of ages?                                          (1 point) 
 

 

4.  All the members of the Martian team have exactly 5 arms and 2 heads. All the members of the Venusian team 

have exactly 3 arms and 1 head. The Olympic Committee tests 20 players who are either on the Martian Team or 

the Venusian Team for illegal use of squash. These 20 players have a total of 84 arms and 32 heads. How many of 

the tested players are on the Martian Team?                                                                                                     (1 point) 

 

5. In the sport Cubalibre, 3 teams compete on a field shaped like a right-triangle with legs of length 8 meters and 15 

meters, that is divided into 4 regions of equal area.  How many square meters does one of the regions contain?           

_                                                                                                                                                                        (2 points)   

 

 

6. Larepherip notices that the scores on the scoreboard after the first event form a special pattern. The first six 

scores are 2, 6, 3, 9, 4.5, and 13.5 in that order. Following the same pattern, what is the seventh score?      (2 points) 

 

 

 

7.  Planet Zudoth is holding tryouts for their Olympic team.  One must be at least 880 years old to try out for the 

team.  Zorgon’s age is the product of the least common multiple and greatest common factor of 14 and 63. By how 

many years does Zorgon’s age exceed the minimum?                                                                                    (2 points) 

 

 

8.  In order to play cosmic golf, the temperature in the arena must be at least 27° S, where °S represents 

Space degrees. The equation to convert degrees Fahrenheit to Space degrees is =°F )47(
8

9
S°+ . If 

the temperature is currently 78° F, by how many Space degrees must the temperature be raised to be able 

to play cosmic golf?                                                                                                                                         (2 points)  

 

 

9. On the teams’ banners, they must have exactly 4 distinct letters from the Space alphabet. There are 18 letters in 

the Space alphabet. How many distinct arrangements of letters can a team put on a banner?                       (3 points) 

 

 

 

10.  Zodak Caprico, the star player from Saturn, can drink 
3

2 of a bottle of Black Hole flavored Space-Ade in an 

hour.  His biggest rival, Libra Leon, can drink 
6

5
of a bottle of Black Hole flavored Space-Ade in the same amount 

of time.  If both players must pause for 3 minutes after finishing one bottle before starting another, then how many 

more minutes will it take Zodak to drink a dozen bottles of Black Hole flavored Space-Ade than Libra Leon?              

_                                                                                                                                                                        (3 points) 

 

 

11. To stay hydrated, each Olympic player must drink at least 84 cubic inches of Space-Ade a day. If 

each cylindrical bottle of Space-Ade has a base radius of 5 inches and a height of 4 inches, and is 

completely filled with Space-Ade, then how many bottles of Space-Ade must each player drink in 

one day to stay hydrated? Use 3.14 for π  and round your answer to the nearest hundredth.                    

_                                                                                                                                                                        (3 points) 

 

 

 

12. The perfectly spherical Cubalibre ball has a diameter of 358.0 feet.  Find the volume of the ball in cubic 

inches. Give your answer in terms of π .                                                                                                        (4 points) 
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